The Neutrality Act is debated as Town Hall hears arguments after the famed lecture and flooded both speakers with questions.

Professor W. M. Coursen and Dr. Arthur S. Smith of the English department at the Institute of Technology were among the teachers who took part in the debate.

Two speakers continued the discussion.

"My vote on the Thomas Amendment," Professor Smith began by tracing the history of the United States during the World War, attempting to show how the country has been cautious during a major European crisis. He pointed out that the present neutrality movement had been an adjustment and should be examined.

"Greece for Neutrality" Professor Coursen thus outlined how complete neutrality was the only way to keep out of war. He did not believe that the neutrality movement actually went along the lines proposed in the Thomas amendment. Professor Coursen said that in the future he expected the adoption of the amendment.

The meeting next week will be on the topic of "The Tech Town Hall Next week is held regularly at the Institute.

The next meeting sponsored by the American Student Debating Union, an April 25, will take place at 7:30 P.M. Dr. Howard Meyer, New England regional manager of the National Labor Relations Board and a member of the Industrial Relations Department of the Institute, will speak on labor unity.

Marriage Lecture
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factor in striking child training problems. It is a common misunderstanding of parent and child relationship.

At this point, Professor Rosenheim halted the discussion and called for a vote on the Thomas Amendment.